Economists are often asked, “What keeps you up at night?” The answer given over much of the last decade has been elevated debt levels, particularly when there’s a deviation from historical experiences. Regular readers of our publications are aware of how Canadian mortgage and consumer debt are two of the biggest risks weighing on our economic outlook. What doesn’t get much attention in Canada is the high level of nonfinancial corporate debt.

This debt has risen rapidly over the last decade and is well above previous highs (Chart 1).

In fact, nonfinancial corporate debt is high also when compared to international peers. According to the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), Canada’s nonfinancial debt-to-GDP ratio of 118.7 percent ranks third amongst G20 countries, trailing only China and France (with debt-to-GDP ratios of 154.5 and 154.1 percent, respectively). This adds another layer of risk to an already credit constrained Canadian economy. In the event of an economic downturn, corporate indebtedness could result in widening corporate bond spreads and increased delinquency rates, which would amplify the severity of a downturn.

The Cash Cushion

The above analysis examines total debt levels without taking into consideration the amount of cash that corporations are holding. Some have argued that corporations are flush with cash, which would go a long way in helping firms meet their financial obligations in the event of a slowdown. While cash levels have risen significantly over the past few years, debt has grown at an even quicker pace. After adjusting the level of debt for cash hold-
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ings, the resulting net-debt to GDP ratio is lower, but still marks a historical high (Chart 2). Even if we take the Bank of Canada’s (BoC) measure of corporate debt, which subtracts inter-company loans, the net-debt to GDP ratio that has risen substantially over the current cycle and is right around historic highs (see Appendix). This cash buffer does provide some level of cushion, however the historically high levels of net debt still warrant caution.

The Rising Share of Income Going to Service Debt

The current economic expansion has been a boon to corporations, with profits consistently outpacing nominal GDP. At the same time, interest rates have been on a downward trajectory. These two factors have made debt more affordable. Even with these fortunate developments, the cost of servicing debt as a share of income for Canadian nonfinancial corporations has continued to increase. The corporate DSR as defined by the BIS as interest and amortization relative to income, is currently 56.6 percent and close to historic highs, while being above the average over the previous two decades (Chart 3). Put another way, since the early 2000s, a higher share of corporate income is going to servicing debt, even as profits have increased and interest rates have declined.

When we compare Canada’s DSR (from the BIS) to that of its international peers, Canadian firms are in an unfavorable position (Chart 4). The DSR has increased at a greater pace than any of its peers since the beginning of 2011 and is one of the highest in the developed world. The current DSR is comparable to that of Australia and Belgium in 2016, Norway in 2012, Japan in 1999, and Portugal in 2009. However, it does not reach the elevated levels experienced by Spain in 2007 and Korea in 1999 (at 67.1 and 75.5 percent, respectively).

It is important to note that not all debt is the same and international comparisons do not adjust for the amount of inter-company loans. In the event of a downturn, the refinancing or cash flow pressure coming from this form of debt is less than that of bank loans or corporate bonds. In Canada, corporations have a higher tendency to borrow inter-company. Even still, the story remains the same. When adjusting for loan type, corporate debt is right around historical highs.

The Industries that are Accumulating Debt

With aggregate nonfinancial corporate debt elevated, it is important to breakdown debt by sectors to see if debt
accumulation is widespread or concentrated within a few industries. We find there are specific sectors where debt is concentrated – with Real Estate, Manufacturing, and the Oil & Gas sectors accounting for approximately 45 percent of total nonfinancial corporate debt. Even when adjusting for the level of cash holdings, debt levels in these industries remain elevated and are well above their respective averages over the current economic cycle.

Next, we want to evaluate the capacity to meet financial obligations. To assess this, we will look at the interest coverage ratio for each industry. The interest coverage ratio as defined by the BoC focuses on interest costs only and not debt repayments (which is different than the BIS calculation above). Currently, Utilities, Real Estate, and Oil & Gas have the lowest interest coverage ratios. That said, the current interest coverage ratios for Utilities and Real Estate are in line with their historical averages and are typically quite stable. Stability in the interest coverage ratio is typically the result of stability in profits. On the other hand, the interest coverage ratio in the Oil & Gas sector is marginally below its long run average and is historically quite volatile given the cyclicality of its income stream (Chart 5).

Using History as a Guide to Assess Vulnerabilities

History shows that elevated debt levels coupled with low interest coverage ratios could make firms vulnerable to adverse economic shocks. Evidence of this can be found by looking at the Oil & Gas sector between 2014-2016. During this time, oil prices declined by 71.3 percent, reaching levels well below breakeven prices. Subsequently, operating profits and the interest coverage ratio declined, reaching all-time lows in 2016Q1. This led to widening credit spreads and a spike in bankruptcies (Chart 6). Real Estate is another sector worth watching. From 1989 to early 1990, the real estate industry was under stress as home prices declined by 12.7 percent peak-to-trough. Subsequently, both operating profits and the interest coverage ratio declined, causing bankruptcies to spike higher.

Determining which Creditors are Exposed

When we look at the composition of nonfinancial corporate debt (who loaned the corporations the money), it has remained relatively unchanged over the current business cycle with loans accounting for a greater share of debt. With debt service costs close to historic highs, debt holders are more exposed in the event of a profit squeeze.

The BoC has also taken note of nonfinancial corporate indebtedness and has identified some emerging trends in its Financial System Review. With respect to corporate bonds, the BoC notes that an increasing amount of debt issuance is coming from firms in the non-investment grade space. The limited market for non-investment grade issues in Canada has forced a number of firms to issue in US dollars, causing the share of US dollar denominated bonds to increase from 40 percent in 2007, to approximately 60 percent in 2018.

In addition to the increased issuance of non-investment grade corporate bonds, the BoC notes that more Canadian firms are tapping into the US leveraged loan market. The value of leveraged loans held by Canadian firms has increased more than two-fold to $175 billion over the
past four years, with close to one-third of these loans being covenant-lite. Leveraged loans and high-yield bonds combine to account for over 12 percent of nonfinancial corporate debt. 

Bottom Line

The rise of nonfinancial corporate leverage in Canada is an emerging risk. An increasing share of corporate income is being directed towards servicing debt. This debt service ratio has been on the rise in Canada. Should the economic backdrop deteriorate, the level of corporate indebtedness could act as an amplifier and increase the severity of a recession. This would result in increased delinquencies and tighter credit conditions, which would intensify the negative headwinds facing business investment and labour markets. All told, nonfinancial corporate debt adds one more layer of risk to the Canadian economy.
Appendix

In Chart 2, we show the amount of corporate debt as a percentage of nominal GDP (both gross and net of cash). This data includes all forms of corporate debt. It has been debated whether certain forms of debt should be subtracted from the total in order to provide a clearer picture of the debt levels in Canada. There is a substantial level of inter-company loans in Canada, due in part to the cross-boarder nature of businesses in Canada. The Bank of Canada, in a Staff Analytical Note, argued that subtracting inter-company loans may provide a clearer picture of debt (Duprey et al (2017)). As evidenced in Chart 7, though the debt level is reduced when making this adjustment, it is still on the rise and revisiting historical highs.

Source: Statistics Canada, Canadian Economic Observer, TD Economics
Notes: The BoC definition excludes corporate and government loans and advances
Endnotes

1. Encompassing both private corporations and government business enterprises.
2. The BIS has reported nonfinancial corporate debt as a percent of GDP for Canada as 118.7 percent for 2019Q2. Using Statistics Canada data (loans plus debt securities) the 2019Q3 value for nonfinancial corporate debt is 113.3 percent. The Bank of Canada has done an analysis where they subtract inter-company loans from the calculation. Reference is below.
3. The current DSR in Canada is also comparable to that experienced by the Netherlands in 2015, Denmark in 2010, and the current level in France. One notable difference between Canada and all other countries except Australia, Denmark, and Korea is that Canada’s current nonfinancial debt-to-GDP ratio is lower than all other countries at the time when they experienced elevated DSR’s.
4. Industry level debt has been defined as borrowings plus loans and accounts with affiliates using Balance Sheet and Income Statement (NAICS) data from Statistics Canada. Using this approach, the most heavily indebted industries are Real Estate, Manufacturing, and Oil & Gas which account for 45.3 percent of nonfinancial corporate debt. When defining industry debt as solely borrowings the most heavily indebted industries do not change and account for 43.5 percent of total nonfinancial corporate debt. Recent research by the BoC titled “Measuring Vulnerabilities in the Non-Financial Corporate Sector Using Industry and Firm Level Data” has defined industry level debt as borrowings excluding loans and accounts with affiliates.
5. Due to data limitations the interest coverage ratio has been defined based on BoC research as operating profits plus depreciation, depletion and amortization relative to interest expense. There exists a notable difference between the interest coverage ratio and the DSR defined by the BIS. The interest coverage ratio evaluates a firm’s ability to service only interest obligations while the DSR considers a firm’s ability to service both interest and principle repayments. The difference between the two metrics helps explain why the DSR has increased over the current business cycle while the interest coverage ratio has remained relatively stable.
7. The interest coverage ratio in the Real Estate sector declined from 1.35 in 1988Q4 to 0.85 in 1992Q4 while bankruptcies increased by over 200 percent between 1990Q1 and 1992Q2.
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